
AN EVALUATION OF BRITAINS IMPERIAL PROJECT ESSAY

This essay integrates the US imperial experience w . 1 Project for the New American Century, 'Rebuilding America's
Defenses: Strategy, Forces, and Re- sources for a assessment of its obligations that has made him a 'guru' to officials i.

Linda Colley suggested in the Sunday Telegraph 27 October that there are valuable lessons to be learnt from
exploring such a history: We may be in a post-colonial world but we are not yet in a post-imperial world. The
current displacement of people throughout all parts of the world and the issues they face share much in
common with this past. His experience in Ireland confirmed that view. What I faced that semester was a
question I suspect many face, namely how to deliver the kind of history I had trained in at a large research
institution like USC at a smaller teaching institution like Skidmore. Some of the problems here were logistical.
He was very interested in shipping traffic, and he examined bills of lading, where the ships came from, what
they were carrying, what they had traded in order to bring in the cargo, and so forth. A more significant
problem has been the question of voice. With only six faculty lines in history, there was serious reason to
think that dedicating one entire faculty position to the history of Britain made little sense, either as a matter of
historical coverage, departmental resource allocation, or student interest. There are many useful biographies
out there on Franklin. My predecessor had been at Skidmore for only a handful of years, having replaced a
long serving and highly regarded scholar of Tudor and Stuart England. Schmidt-Nowara's conversation with
Josep M. Nevertheless, the medical history of the British empire is much more than the analysis of discourse.
Questions like these re-center British national history as imperial narratives, typically inspiring students to
awe at the realization that the British empire can reasonably be said to have existed before Britain forged itself
as a nation-state. It can be implemented in places where it is the singular approach to undergraduate teaching
about Britain. On the one hand, it is possible to continue teaching undergraduate British history using the
programmatic models and courses that have so attracted students over time. This is the premise of my book.
The greatest quantity of our timber for fencing is oak, which is long in growing to maturity, and at best is but
of short duration; therefore I believe it would be to our advantage to endeavour to raise some other kind of
timber, that will grow faster, or come sooner to maturity, and continue longer before it decays. Indeed, I
suspect that the situation I faced at Skidmore was much more like that most newly minted Ph. America is
doing the same thing today. He was devastated. The Boston-based paper was printed and sold by James
Franklin. But Franklin had been reading and writing about Irelandâ€”the colonial situation of Irelandâ€”for
some time, beginning back in the days when he was establishing himself as a printer and political leader in
Pennsylvania. But they willingly imbibed its underlying assumptions. The situation in Pennsylvania led
Franklin to conceive first that it might be better to have the colony become a royal colony directed by the king
rather than a proprietary family. That day when Hillsborough showed Franklin around his estate and the
countryside in Ireland, Franklin was shocked, and he started to worry about the prospects for British North
America. More significantly, how do we capture new imperial history in undergraduate syllabi. That task fell
to me, and here we come to the core of my point in this essay. Antoinette M. They include those produced by
such diverse figures as Samuel Johnson, George Lamming, Lord Milner, and Mohandas Gandhi, as well as
popular works such as the catalogues and periodical and newspaper stories produced to describe and explain
the displays of the Great Exhibition for the British public. Comparative analysis of Dutch and British
experiences of imperial development via commercial expansion is the subject of David Ormrod's The Rise of
Commercial Empires CUP, ; in his review, Pieter Emmer broadly agrees with Ormrod's thesis that 'Britain
seized the imperial initiative by centralizing its economic and governmental institutions at home and by
decentralizing its commerce abroad', while suggesting further examples of how the Dutch commerce in the
West Indies failed to be as dynamic as British ventures. This opposition, she argues, demonstrates that "history
writing is one terrain upon which political battles are fought out" p. These essays emphasize the multiple
strands of influence from different colonies and Britain itself brought to bear on the production and reception
of such texts and their contribution to print culture and the public sphere. Experiencing empire Just as
economic histories of empire are increasingly looking more comparatively and critically at the ways in which
colonisation and imperial governments were funded and managed, so social and cultural historians have
developed new routes into exploring experiences of empire, of colonisers and colonised - through studying
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contemporary media, cultural imports and exports, gender, education and more. For them, political and
economic domination are assumed, but what interests them is cultural domination, which they see as having
had a decisive effect both on the ruled and their rulers. By contrast, British urbanisation in the eighteenth
century appears to have been positively framed by imperial pursuits and administrative and commercial
agendas: Sarah Richardson, in her review of Kathleen Wilson, The Sense of the People: Politics, Culture and
Imperialism in England CUP, , a study of urban politics and opposition in Newcastle and Norwich,
summarises 'Trade, empire and war supported the political and cultural infrastructure of the urban renaissance.
She describes the division of the students in her U. Such a move, so the thinking ran, allowed for coverage of
British history while also allowing for some coverage of the non-European parts of the globe that had, for a
time, constituted the British empire. It was a complicated process, and it took me two decades to work it out,
but I finally found the subject I wanted to write about. In our active schools' programme we do not teach
empire for empire's sake. And he was interested in harnessing agriculture to industry and finding economic
support for the empire in the different agricultural products harvested in the different locales held as British
territories. The colonial past enabled the elites of new nations to define themselves, but the imperial
experience also defined Britain.


